
SELECTion: choose a spell card to 
   play -   placing it face down 
CAST: Players flip cards together 
ACTION: execute effects on card 
   (also see Additional Element Effects)
   AND  Gain or lose hearts and charges
RECYCLE: Set the card just played in
   RECYCLE pile for one turn AND Regain 
   previously RECYCLED spell card

Game PLay

win                       First wizard to remove all heart 
tokens from their opponent wins the duel!

Set up
Each player starts 
with the hand of 
cards marked 1 or 2

Each Takes 10          tokens, leave all          
in the middle. (First play: cut out the 
heart & charge tokens from the cards)

place the lock cards face 
down in a pile after shuffling

Quick Start Guide



charge card: PLay this to gain 
a charge token. collect charges 
to use on energy cards

card types

Energy card: Pay the number 
of charges in the upper left 
corner to use the card's effect

lock card: use key to get 
access to the lock deck and pick 
up more powerful spells

Element Effects

Element cards are Fire, Grass 
and Water. They deal 1  damage 
against any card except when 
played against one another. 
Element cycle - When elements are played 
against each other,  
the losing element loses 2 

fire beats Grass, grass beats 
water, water beats fire

Quick Start Guide



Add the 5 cards to Player 1 deck

and the 5 cards to Player 2 deck.  

starter cards

These include:
UPGRADE and 
four (4) elements:
EARTH, AIR, 
ELECTRICITY and ICE.

set up
Separate the cards 
into 3 piles: 
1, 2, and upgrade

place all cards with the upgrade icon 
face down in a pile next to the lock deck.

Expansion Guide

for full instructions go to
www.arcavensduel.com



Expansion Guide

upgrade card: functions similar 

to key. costs 3              and gives 

access to the upgrade deck

card types

new cards: Use UPGRADE to 
get access to the upgrade deck, 
and pick up more powerful spells

game play
after setting up the base game and 
adding in the expansion pack, the 
upgrade deck is accessed by playing the 
upgrade card.

There are 4 additional elements that 
can be played with no charge cost.  
They are added to each starting hand, 
but are not part of the Element Cycle.


